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Presentation Notes
Thirty years ago, California’s large regional electric utilities were directed to offer standard contracts for the purchase of renewable power.  Less than decade later the offers were withdrawn in favor of creating a large fleet of methane (aka natural gas)  fueled power plants.  In 2002 California moved to set targets for the  renewable content of electric utility supply portfolios, then later in decade started the process of shrinking the state’s carbon footprint.  In 2015, recognizing on-going and escalating climate impacts, California  turned the corner from primary emphasis on driving down greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to a balanced emphasis on both emissions reduction and “adaptive” measures that mitigate climate change impacts and risks.  California cities will, understandably, be on the front lines of “adaptation”.  Likewise, as on-site and decentralized renewable sources gain economic traction, cities will be primary enablers of carbon footprint reduction as well.  Micro-grids support both adaptive and “mitigative” climate policies, by enabling local resiliency on the one hand and integrative, cost-effective deployment of local clean energy supply on the other.



What Do Smart Cities Do? 

• Technically/economically integrate local 
resources, e.g. water, “waste”, energy, and 
communications 

• Innovate in order to plug economic leaks, e.g. 
dollars spent for energy/water imports 

• Coordinate in order to innovate, e.g. with out-
sourced service providers 

Smart micro-grids are an emerging platform for 
local services integration, coordination, innovation 
and long term economic optimization.  
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Presentation Notes
Cities are smart to use the “internet of things”.  There are even more basic ways cities can be smart.  Innovation is a contact sport.  Smart cities  make the connection between services cities provide and use  to empower better service.  They innovate to get the most our of local resources, thus keeping local dollars circulating locally.  They coordinate, on behalf of their community and in conducting their own operations, especially one another and with providers of out-sourced services like energy utilities.  Local services integration is enabled by smart-micro-grids.  They are  the simplest and most basic platform for electricity sector integration, coordination, innovation and long term economic optimization.



Smart Micro-grids? 

Unlike carbon based micro-grids, renewable based 
micro-grids need to incorporate smart and robust 
suites of information, communications and control 
technologies, in order to:  
• Forecast, regulate and match variable supply, 

storage reserves and variable usage. 
• Optimize imports and exports 
• Communicate price signals and otherwise inform 

consumer and prosumer direct and automated 
choices. 
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Presentation Notes
Micro-grids have proven cost-effective in corporate and campus settings where  administrative coordination is already necessary and available.  However, existing micro-grids relying on carbon based fuels for electricity generation can be cost-effective  without being particularly smart.  Next generation micro-grids need to be smarter in order to accommodate  supply variability associated with solar or wind energy, i.e. to account for over- and under-supply, manage imports and exports and buffer inherent supply variability using storage and automated demand control.  Most importantly, the value of electricity depends on when it is produced and used.  So, smart micro-grids and their customers rely on information related to value in making production and usage decisions. 



UC Davis West Village* 

*Originally planned as a net zero community powered  
by a micro-grid, West Village is powered primarily by  
net metered solar arrays on roofs and parking lot canopies. 
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Presentation Notes
Conceiving of a smart micro-grid is the easy part.  For example, more than a decade ago, UC Davis envisioned a new village on its campus to be served by a net zero micro-grid, i.e. one powered from on-site sources and using storage to help match supply to demand.  Supply an efficiency economics worked out fine, but dedicated and necessary information, communications and control infrastructure generated no revenues and thus had no sponsors among the university, the land developer and the cooperating utility.  So, the micro-grid vision was abandoned in favor of achieving net zero at the community scale by connecting each of several hundred apartment units and homes  to individual groups of solar panels on roofs and parking structures.It was thus feasible to “externalize” excess costs rather than use smart technology to create a smart micro-grid.  More replicable , cost-effective, and resilient approaches will be feasible to the extent the right public private team is engaged and mutually supportive from the very start of future net zero community projects.  



Community Choice Energy 

CCE leverages the market power of aggregation, with a 
local agency responsible for purchasing wholesale 
electricity in functional partnership with an investor owned 
utility that owns and operates electricity delivery 
infrastructure.   
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Presentation Notes
About the same time the West Village Energy Initiative vision was proposed California enacted legislation enabling “community choice energy (CCE).”  Highly relevant to smart cities, CCE enables a city, by itself or through joint powers agency participation, to take charge of electricity sourcing for its businesses and residents without involving itself directly in local electricity grid planning and operations.  In the CCE model the incumbent for-profit utility continues to operate the local grid, including making investments in smart functionality that enables greater reliance on local supply resources.  In the ideal case where the CCE and the utility are planning together and essentially working hand in glove, the  economic benefit to the participating city can be nearly as great as in the case of cities served by their own publicly owned utility.



CCE at a Tipping Point in California 
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Continuing decisive cost reductions in wind and solar technologies have provided a springboard to launch the first CCE programs in California..  Supply portfolios ramping more rapidly progressing toward 100 percent renewable power can now be created by CCEs at costs well below the embedded costs of incumbent utility supply portfolios.  Incumbent utilities are permitted to apply surcharges on their costs of providing grid services. Thus far, these so called “exit fees” have the effect of re-allocating the main portion of the savings captured by CCEs to non-CCE customers. Nevertheless, the CCE model has been proven, and many California cities are exploring, forming and joining CCEs. The chart shows that the CCE share of California electricity supply is still small but could increase dramatically by 2021.



CC 

Electricity Supply Decentralization 

City CCE and IDSO* Domain 

Community  
Renewables 

On-site  
Renewables 

*Independent Distribution System Operator 
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One important and likely unstoppable energy sector trend is the emergence of so called “distributed generation” typified by combined heat and power equipment and building and community scale sola r PV systems.  (I’ve added these against a black background because some utilities see them as coming from “the dark side” of their preferred business model.)In parallel  with the implementation of CCE, California is considering how best to manage local electricity grids using information, communication and control tools the “smart” revolution brings to the table.  In this context the complement to locally governed CCEs will be independent local grid operators, aka independent distribution system operators (IDSOs) who will operate local grids according to similar “transactive” protocols  that apply to operation of  regional high voltage transmission grids. The question mark over high voltage wires  refers to how much existing or additional high voltage infrastructure is needed to operate an electricity grid where electricity generation takes place closer and closer to the point of use.  (Some would say the most economical way to  get electricity to a meter is from behind the meter or behind the meter next door.  As noted above, how to allocate costs between customers with on site and nearby generation vs. customers relying on remote large power plants is an emerging economic regulatory issue.)  



Solar Micro-grids 
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Combining the elements of a virtual power plant with the low voltage wires downstream of a distribution sub-station is one way of configuring a so-called micro-grid, and you can see why the development and deployment of micro-grids broadly will  impact both utilities and cities and require their close communication and cooperation.In California, micro-grids powered by a combination of large arrays at public sites in public spaces, plus rooftop arrays organized as virtual power plants by independent aggregators will likely proliferate, though the transition will likely be  retarded by outdated utility interconnection rules and regulatory processes.  In time, the  overall economic benefits of on-site and community solar resources will become self-evident.  Legislation may be required to correct impediments such as cost misallocation.Meanwhile, cities will have an interest in working with incumbent utilities toward two way data sharing between utilities, CCEs and local grid operators, aka independent distribution system operators.



Let’s assume we have a decade… 

…to get on a steep downward path 
to zero carbon. 
 
We’ll need local actions and capacities that are 
quick, far sighted, integrative, and replicable. 
 
No unanswered questions other than “Why 
wouldn’t you do this?” 
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The climate emergency is a reality in California.  For example, we are already facing the fact that there is no ecological  and climate “normal” to get back to in the wake of droughts, wildfires, etc.  We may have a decade, more or less, to achieve a new level of resiliency.  Frankly, our best hope is the awareness and initiative demonstrated by cities and counties.We’ll especially need replicable local programs and far-sighted, integrative smart tool applications tool applications.  It will be a heavy lift for cities., and there will be a compelling need to develop new capacities.  The right question will not be “ why would you do it?” but rather “why would you not, and sooner rather than later?”  



“Emergency Management” 

Functionally Replicable Municipal Actions 
Supply   Decarbonization – Wind/Solar 
Buildings   Electrification – Heat pumps 
Transportation Substitution – H2 for C 
Infrastructure   Integration – Micro-grids 
Decisions  Decentralization – CCE/DSO 
 
CCE = Community Choice Energy 
DSO = Distribution (aka local) System Operator 
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To begin to summarized, the big climate emergency changes actually present as more manageable when viewed through a local lens.  Supply must be decarbonized.  Electricity must be substituted for methane , which means more heating with heat pumps and less with furnaces.  Molecular substitution will begin with electrolytic hydrogen produced with solar and wind power.  Infrastructure will increasingly be managed actively and locally, through the agency of emerging institutions and capacities embodied in CCEs and IDSOs.   



First Steps 
Data   - City/Utility Sharing 
   - Site and Local Partner Development 
Models  - Integrated Energy Analysis 
   - Local Macro-economic Analysis 
Capacity  - Energy Management Staffing 
   - Local Broadband  
Local Policy  - Carbon Negative Development  
   Guidelines 
   - Electrification Retrofit Incentives 
State Policy  - Community Choice Energy 
   - Micro-grid Incentives 
 

Davis Initiatives or Experience 
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My city, Davis, California, has a solid start with a few of the key first steps, including city/utility data sharing, integrated energy analysis , community choice energy and local broadband.  Others we haven’t even begun to explore.  Some will gain traction through the agency of a local CCE service. Almost all clearly support state policy goals and could more quickly and broadly be implemented locally with the aid of templates, standards and match funding. I consider every category and step on the chart equally important.  And interdependent.  For example, what good are data and models if you lack the capacity to draw insights and use them in decision-making?  What good is far-sighted local policy if it is trumped by outdated state policy and regulatory standards?



 
Thank you! 

gbraun@iresn.org 
www.iresn.org 
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